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Re: Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC
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NOTICE OF APPLICATION ACCEPTED FOR FILING AND SOLICITING
MOTIONS TO INTERVENE AND PROTESTS
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Dear Secretary Salas:

Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") NOTICE OF
APPLICATION ACCEPTED FOR FILING AND SOLICITING MOTIONS TO
INTERVENE AND PROTESTS ("Acceptance Notice") for the Catawba-Wateree
Hydroelectric Project (FERC Docket No. P-2232-522) dated November 9, 2006, several
organizations have filed Motions to Intervene ("Motions") with the Commission,
including American Rivers and the Coastal Conservation League (jointly as
"Conservation Groups") and the Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation ("Riverkeeper").
Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC ("Duke") at this time is taking no position on the merits of
the requests of the Conservation Groups and the Riverkeeper to become parties to this
proceeding, but rather is addressing factual inaccuracies and patently false statements
included in their Motions. This filing includes an original and eight copies.

Motion of the Conservation Groups dated January 5, 2007

Many of the issues raised by the Conservation Groups were also raised by them in their
comment letter of October 30, 2006, and were adequately addressed by Duke's reply
filing of November 13, 2006. However, the Conservation Groups' Motion includes
statements under the "Recommendations" heading to which Duke must respond in
order to ensure an accurate record, as follows:
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Statement
Conservation Groups 1: "On October 30, 2006 the Conservation Groups filed comments
on the CRA. In those comments, we recommended enhanced stream flow for
diadromous fish spawning. FWS and NMFS made similar recommendations. The
proposal recommends flow increases in the Wateree bypass, Great Falls long channel,
and the Wylie Reach that are higher than those in the CRA. These recommendations
are based on the target availability of 70-80% of the WUA. In the subsequent weeks
several stakeholders filed comments expressing concern over the proposed flows
effects on lake levels and water supply."

Reply to Conservation Groups 1
The repeated requests of the Conservation Groups for increased flows still do not
reconcile: (1) impacts to other stakeholder interests and (2) the impact of higher flows
on other species and life stages. Furthermore, the Conservation Groups' habitat
measure for which they assert the need for increased habitat flows (70-80% of the
WUA) retreats from the habitat measures used during consultation, in which one
member of the Conservation Groups, American Rivers, participated regularly. The
Conservation Groups fail to reconcile their new habitat measure with the detailed
description and validation of the habitat measures used during consultation as provided
by Duke in its November 13, 2006 letter to the Commission and by the North Carolina
Department of Environment and Natural Resources in its November 13, 2006 letter to
the Commission. In light of both the untenable effects of the increased flows on
stakeholder interests (refer to the November 13, 2006 letter from Duke) and the lack of
any explanation in the Conservation Groups' October 20, 2006 comments letter or
January 5, 2007 Motion validating stakeholder and species impacts and alternative
habitat measures, the increased aquatic habitat flows requested by the Conservation
Groups cannot be considered a viable component of a balanced regional solution.

Statement
Conservation Groups 2: "The Conservation Groups recognize the importance of reliable
lake levels and water supply protection. The diadromous fish flow enhancements
proposed by the Conservation Groups, FWS, and NMFS are necessary for the
restoration of diadromous fishes in the Catawba and Wateree Rivers. The proposed
flows will be based on water availability and are not intended to trump all other uses.
Under the proposal, at any time when diadromous fish flows are required and Stage
0 of the Low Inflow Protocol (LIP) would take effect, the required flows would
immediately drop to the flows described in the CRA to avoid entering the LIP. We
sincerely hope this clarification addresses any misunderstanding regarding the
diadromous fish enhancement flow proposal. The diadromous fish flow regimes
recommended by the Conservation Groups, FWS, and NMFS would not materially
affect lake levels or threaten water supply and should be included in the license."
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Reply to Conservation Groups 2
The assertion of the Conservation Groups that, with the preceding clarification, their
request for increased flows would not materially affect lake levels or threaten water
supply is wrong, and offers nothing to assuage stakeholder concerns over the impact of
the requested flow increases on the basin's water supply. The clarification states in
effect that the requested increased flows would be reduced if they would cause an LIP
Stage 0. However, waiting until an LIP Stage 0 is imminent to reduce flows is
inadequate and does not provide the necessary protection. Such decisions can only be
made on a day-to-day basis throughout the year and cannot possibly anticipate future
drought conditions that may occur in the coming summer or fall. No one knows if a
drought is imminent, how severe it will be, or how long it will last. The minimum
continuous flows presented in the Comprehensive Relicensing Agreement ("CRA") have
been rigorously tested and have been fine-tuned so that, when combined with reservoir
levels and the LIP, they enable the system to survive (i.e.; no LIP Stage 4) through
every drought scenario observed over the past 50 years. Common sense indicates that
if there is a drought "around the corner" (that no one can precisely predict), taking more
water out of the system in advance and out of play for future storage needs can only
exacerbate the intensity and duration of the drought. Duke has proved this via modeling
a similar concept presented in February 2006 (refer to Duke's letter of November 13,
2006). However, modeling is not required to realize the Conservation Groups' flawed
logic. Increased flows in periods preceding droughts will result in less water quantity
during the drought, thereby exacerbating the effects of the drought. Furthermore,
although the Conservation Groups have the ability to conduct hydraulic modeling to
validate their assertions via their access to an independent hydraulic model developed
by the Natural Heritage Institute, they failed to provide any modeling results to support
their claim that their increased flow request will not impact water storage interests in the
Catawba-Wateree River Basin.

The CRA and the Application for New License have responded to requests for higher
flows by including a High Inflow Protocol. Under this protocol inflows upstream of Lake
Wylie are monitored and the spring minimum continuous flow from Wylie Hydro is
increased when and for as long as higher-than-normal inflows to the system are
available. This protocol has been developed in consultation with stakeholder teams,
validated by hydraulic modeling of over 50 years of actual stream flows, and agreed
upon by stakeholders. This protocol is a more responsible approach to releasing higher
flows from Wylie Hydro without jeopardizing the balance of regional water interests
achieved in the CRA.
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Motion of the Riverkeeper dated January 8, 2007

Statements
Riverkeeper 1: "We fully support recent filings by the Department of Interior (US Fish
and Wildlife Service), the Department of Commerce (National Marine Fisheries) and
Conservation Groups regarding the need for additional flows in the Catawba-Wateree
project. Their request is reasonable and needed by the Catawba- Wateree River to
support aquatic life. The Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation fully endorses these flows."

Riverkeeper 2: "There is an enormous interstate and intrastate water war escalating
here in the Catawba River Basin in response to a request by two cities outside the basin
(Concord and Kannapolis) for the permanent removal of water through an interbasin
transfer. ... The Catawba Riverkeeper Foundation will also bring suit against North
Carolina if it approves this ill-conceived and poorly studied water transfer."

Reply to Statements Riverkeeper I and 2
First of all, the inclusion of the Concord and Kannapolis interbasin transfer ("IBT") is
misplaced. The Riverkeeper fails to establish any nexus between the IBT proceeding
and any Project operations at issue in this relicensing proceeding; consequently, the
approval of this IBT is not an appropriate relicensing issue. The permitting of this IBT is
within the jurisdiction of the State of North Carolina. On January 10, 2007 the North
Carolina Environmental Management Commission ("EMC") approved a new 10 million
gallon per day ("MGD") IBT from the Catawba-Wateree River Basin to serve the cities of
Concord and Kannapolis. The CRA, which the Riverkeeper is criticizing, does not take a
position with regard to this or any other IBT.

The two statements from the Riverkeeper set out above are contradictory and
ambiguous to the point that the interest of the Riverkeeper is undecipherable. The
Riverkeeper claims to be poised to bring suit against North Carolina over the impacts of
the 10 MGD IBT. Up to 103 MGD of IBT over the next 50 years has been earmarked in
developing the CRA. Yet, the Riverkeeper also fully supports the Conservation Groups'
requested flow increases that, on an annual basis, would claim a volume of water
equivalent to an additional 91.5 MGD being released from Wylie Hydro continuously all
year long that is in excess of the flows and water demands contemplated in the
negotiation of the CRA. This additional aquatic habitat flow, over nine times the amount
of the EMC-approved IBT to support Concord and Kannapolis, has a much greater
impact on the river system and water supply above Lake Wylie, yet appears desirable to
the Riverkeeper.
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Statement
Riverkeeper 3: "in response to intense pressure and faced with eroding local support of
its relicensing agreement, Duke Power wrote a letter to stakeholder signatories of the
CRA and to the NC Division of Water Resources on October 25, 2006 opposing the
preferred alternative of permanently diverting millions of gallons of Catawba River
water. In return for their opposition to the water transfer, Duke suggested that local
governments might write a letter to FERC expressing concern or even opposing the
flows requested by the USFWS, NMF and Conservation Groups. A classic trade-off that
suited the local government's interest in opposing the IBT here in North Carolina and
suited Duke's interest in opposing flows needed for aquatic life and recommended by
the USFWS, NMF and Conservation Groups in this proceeding currently before the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission."

Reply to Statement Riverkeeper 3
The insinuation that Duke Energy used its assessment of whether or not to support the
Concord-Kannapolis IBT to leverage letters from local governments to oppose
increased flow requests such as those from the Conservation Groups is absurd and
blatantly false.

The IBT request of Concord and Kannapolis had been submitted to the EMC long
before the relicensing parties signed the CRA. Because the IBT was a controversial
issue for some stakeholder participants, parties agreed that the CRA would be silent
with regard to the IBT issue, and any stakeholder who signed the CRA, including Duke,
could take and advocate any position it desired with regard to the IBT without the risk of
violating the terms of the CRA. This separation of the CRA and the IBT was
communicated to parties to the CRA via the attached memo from Jeff Lineberger dated
September 21, 2006. Thus, what position Duke (or any other CRA party) took on the
IBT is irrelevant with regard to the CRA, which the Riverkeeper seeks to attack. In fact,
Duke's letter of October 25, 2006 is consistent with the position Duke took more than a
year earlier when it commented on the IBT proposal in June 2005. The Riverkeeper is
attempting to link the CRA and the EMC's decision regarding the IBT request of
Concord and Kannapolis, but no such link exists. The only commonality is that the
Riverkeeper opposes both the IBT and the CRA. While the CRA is certainly within the
scope of the FERC's licensing of this Project, the IBT is an issue within the authority of
the State of North Carolina, and is not an issue currently before the FERC. The cities of
Concord and Kannapolis are currently planning to obtain water from the Catawba-
Wateree River Basin by purchasing it from entities with water intakes already located on
the Catawba River. Therefore, it does not appear at this time that a joint-use article
would be submitted to the FERC.
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The Riverkeeper offers no form of substantiation to support its accusation. Duke
provided parties to the CRA with assessments of the increased aquatic habitat flow
requests similar to those requested by the Conservation Groups via e-mail on
November 6, 2006 and on November 14, 2006. The response of local governments
opposing the increased aquatic habitat flows resulted from three years of continuous
involvement in the relicensing process which has fostered an understanding of how the
requested aquatic habitat flow increases affect their water supply interests. The
suggestion of the Riverkeeper that a trade-off was concocted among Duke and local
governments wrongly and without substantiation insults all those accused.

If you have any questions regarding this filing please contact me at (704) 382-5778 or
Jeffrey G. Lineberger at (704) 382-5942.

Singerely,

Ernest M. Akley, P.
Catawba-Watereee Re icensing Project Manager

Enclosures

cc w/enc: Sean Murphy, FERC
,/Service List

Garry S. Rice
John A. Whittaker, Winston & Strawn LLP
Jeffrey G. Lineberger
Tamara S. Styer



Date: 9/21/06

To: Parties to the Catawba-Wateree Relicensing Final
Agreement

From: Jeff Lineberger (Duke Energy Carolinas)

Subject: Proposed IBT and Withdrawing from the Final Agreement
(FA)

There have been misleading statements in the news reports lately
regarding Duke Energy's position on the proposed Concord/Kannapolis
Inter-basin Transfer (IBT). Many of you have also received
encouragement from those who are not Parties to the FA to threaten
to withdraw from the FA unless Duke Energy takes a position against
the proposed IBT or requests that the North Carolina Environmental
Management Commission (NCEMC) delay its decision until next year.
This is just a brief note to share information on both topics.

Early in the relicensing process, long-term regional water supply was
an issue we all felt needed to be studied. Therefore, the Water Supply
Study was conducted and carefully scrutinized by the experts on the
Water Supply Study Team as well as the stakeholder teams. The study
included past and projected future water use, existing and projected
future IBTs as well as other demands for water. The study team
included 14 water supply agencies (major water users), regulatory
agencies in both Carolinas and Duke. A technical team of water supply
professionals guided the study and the study's results were
incorporated into our CHEOPS water quantity model to help us all
make decisions in the FA negotiations.

In short, the results of the independent study concluded that if inflows
at or near the levels we've seen over the last 50 years repeat
themselves and if the FERC issues the New License just like we've laid
out in the FA, then the system can handle this proposed IBT (as well
as the projected growth in water demand within the basin and from
other IBTs).

The Water Supply Study is science-based and includes the proposed
Concord/Kannapolis IBT as well as other existing and projected IBTs.
However, these facts DO NOT indicate either Duke Energy's support
for or opposition to the current proposed Concord/Kannapolis IBT
request, just as they do not indicate that other Parties to the FA such
as your organization support or oppose the Concord/Kannapolis IBT. In



fact, several FA Parties made it very clear to Duke that they would not
sign a FA that in any way prevented them from taking any position of
their choosing in this ongoing State-level IBT review process. Any
Party to the FA (whether it's your organization or Duke) can take
whatever position you want to with the NCEMC in the
Concord/Kannapolis IBT without violating the terms of the FA that we
are all contracted to uphold.

So what is Duke's position on the Concord/Kannapolis IBT? The
short answer is - it's still under evaluation and will be
determined by the comment deadline period. Duke provided
comments to the NC Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (NCDENR) back in June 2005 which in summary stated that
if the State had to move ahead with their decision (at that time) on
the Concord/Kannapolis IBT, then they should limit the withdrawal
from the Catawba to 10 million gallons a day (MGD) at least until
Duke's New License Application was submitted to the FERC. We are
also talking to and hearing from a lot of folks on all sides of this IBT
issue. So, we are now re-evaluating the previously stated (June 2005)
position and expect to file additional comments with the State of NC by
the 9/30/06 deadline. We'll certainly make our comments available to
the Parties to the FA.

With that said, I'd like to make a few quick final points about water
use and the proposed IBT:

1. Duke's primary responsibility with regard to regional water use is
to ensure the continued ability to serve our electric customers
efficiently and economically through hydro, nuclear and fossil-
fueled generation stations and to foster responsible economic
growth in the region.

2. Duke's ideal situation would be for every drop of water that
originates in any river basin to stay in that river basin (i.e.,
ideally there would be no need for any IBTs). However, the
reality is that due to regional growth, difficulties in permitting
new reservoirs and the fact that population centers don't simply
stop on ridge lines, IBTs will continue to exist as they do today.

3. Duke Energy strongly supports responsible water use now and
into the future as well as a regional solution to the issue of
interbasin water transfers.

4. While Duke Energy manages the lakes, it is the State of North
Carolina or the State of South Carolina that makes the decisions
on whether to grant IBT certifications. While Duke Energy will be
a commenting party to the Environmental Impact Statement



regarding this IBT request, we certainly do not control the
NCEMC's decision.

5. The Low Inflow Protocol that was created through the relicensing
process is one of the greatest successes, in my mind, of
responsible water use. As this area continues to grow, there will
be increased demand on all regional water sources. The IBT
debate, coupled with the recent droughts, underscores the need
to seriously consider how we use our limited water resources. As
our region continues to grow we must become better at efficient
water use as well as planning and working together regionally.

Finally a point about the responsibilities each of us has as a Party to
the FA. All of our organizations have a responsibility to comply with
the FA. At the direction of the Parties, the FA establishes requirements
and procedures for withdrawal from the FA and makes withdrawal a
last resort for all of us.

You are being encouraged by non-Parties to use a threat of withdrawal
as a first resort to force action by Duke that is not required of us (or of
you) under the FA. We have all worked too hard on the FA and its
benefits are too important to the region to allow this to happen. We all
made commitments when we signed the FA and we need to expect
from each other, that we all will uphold those commitments.


